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Abstract - This paper presents a novel role-based architecture
for the trust model in ubiquitous environments. The role is dynamically assigned to the service requester according to the context. If the service requester requests a service that is not permitted for his role, Naive Bayes classifier is used to make decision based on the service provider’s own prior knowledge as well
as the recommendations for the service requester. Our trust
model can dynamically make decisions due to the changing context and each service provider’s own judging standard. It is also
scalable since the role-based architecture used in our trust
model is potential for reducing the complexity in large network.
In addition, our trust model is suitable to make decision with
limited information, which is usually the case in a real scenario.

1. INTRODUCTION
In ubiquitous computing environments, there may include
interaction with devices and services without the same owners, and no prior knowledge of the character or background
of each other’s impersonate identity [1]. Traditional authentication and access control are effective only in situations that
the system knows in advance which users are going to access
and what their access rights are. Hence computational models
of trust have been proposed for ubiquitous environments
which are capable of deciding whether to provide services to
requesters who are either unfamiliar with the service providers or do not have enough access rights to certain services.
Trust is the quantified belief by a trustor with respect to the
competence, honest, security, and dependability of a trustee
within a specified context [2]. Previous trust models used
various time-consuming approaches to evaluate the trust
value by considering different factors that may affect the trust
decision. However, a common failing is that these existing
models did not address ubiquitous applications where context
is dynamic and the trust decision on an entity must continuously adapt based on the context. At the same time, since
different service requesters have different acceptance levels
to the ubiquitous environments, the threshold for each service
requester to make the trust decision should be dynamically
changed.
The object of this paper is to propose a trust model that can
dynamically make trust decisions based on different context
as well as each service provider’s own accept level in ubiqui*
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tous environments. This paper sets the stage by introducing a
novel role-based architecture for the trust model. If the service requester requests a service that is not permitted for his
role, Naive Bayes classifier is used to make decision based on
the service provider’s own prior knowledge as well as the
recommendations for the service requester. The advantages of
our trust model are: (1) It is flexible since it can dynamically
make decisions due to the changing context and each service
provider’s own judging standard. (2) It is scalable since rolebased architecture is potential for reducing the complexity in
large network. (3) It can make use of limited information in
decision making, which is usually the case in a real scenario.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce
some example scenarios to indicate our motivation in section
2. And we present the proposed trust model in details in section 3. Section 4 briefly introduces the related works. Finally,
conclusions and future work are presented in Section 5.

2. TRUST MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES FOR
UBIQUITOUS ENVIRONMENTS
We first discuss the following example scenarios to illustrate
the motivation of our research. Suppose a guest wants to use
the scanner in a ubiquitous supported smart office as shown
in Fig.1, he should first use his mobile device (e.g. cell phone)
to send a request to a service agent in this smart office. The
service agent (e.g. USEC server in Fig.1) is in charge of several service providers in this smart office. Since the service
provider’s role is not enough to use the scanner, the service
agent asks other members whose role is enough to use the
scanner to give recommendations for the guest. Based on his
own knowledge and the recommendations given by others,
the scanner is able to make the trust decision on service providing. However, thresholds for different services providers
to provide services may not be the same, e.g. the threshold for
providing fax service may be higher than the threshold for
enabling scanner service. For the same service provider, its
threshold to provide service may also change from time-totime, e.g. the threshold for scanner may be raised since it has
been frequently mis-operated by users recently. The change
in threshold values is related to the changes in acceptance
level of service providers to the whole ubiquitous environment. The raising of the scanner’s threshold means that its

acceptance level to the smart office has been decreased due to
the previous unsuccessful interactions with the users. Hence
we should dynamically make the decision due to the change
in usage pattern.

Fig.1. Ubiquitous Supported Smart Office
Recommendations and the past interaction history are the
basis for the trust model to make decision, while service requester’s context information should also be considered. Let
us extend the above scenario into a ubiquitous supported
smart building, which consists of many ubiquitous supported
smart offices including professor offices, department offices,
seminar rooms, classrooms and labs as shown in Fig.2. A
Context-Aware Middleware for Ubiquitous Systems
(CAMUS) [3] is used to capture, process and store the information about the users in this building and their activities.
The possible service requesters to a service provider are the
members in this smart office, the visitors from other smart
office in this building or the guests to this smart building. As
shown in Fig.2, when Professor A is in his office, based on
the current context, CAMUS will regard his role as a professor. By using his cell phone, Professor A can freely use all
the services in his smart office. When he moves to the department office, since the context has changed, he is regarded
as a staff. Using his cell phone, Professor A can only use part
of the services, e.g. copy machine. If he wants to use other
services which have higher access requirements, e.g. fax, he
should ask others whose role is enough to use the fax (e.g.
dean) to give recommendations. The trust model then makes
decision based on the recommendations.
The examples above embody many of the key ideas of the
research presented in this paper. To maintain system security
in such environments, the trust model should dynamically
make decision based on the role of the service requester.
Context information is used to dynamically assign the role to
the service requesters as well as the recommenders. And the
trust decision made by each service provider should also base
on its own acceptance level to the whole environment.

Fig.2. Smart Building Application

3. OUR PROPOSED TRUST MODEL
Our trust model uses the architecture shown in Fig.3 to make
dynamical trust decision. The idea for the solution is that: the
context information is used to decide each service requester’s
role. Every role has the privilege to use a set of services. For
the guest to the building, a guest’s role is assigned to him. If
one role wants to use the service that is not allowed for him,
he should ask others whose roles are permitted to use the service to give recommendations. Based on the recommendations and the role of the service requester, the service provider makes trust decision whether to provider the service.
For each service provider, its thresholds for trust decision
making should be dynamically updated according to its own
judging standard. There are two steps included in the architecture to make trust decision. The following subsections are
used to describe these steps separately.

RID: service requester’s real world ID
WID: service requester’s work ID in this ubiquitous environment
ReSer: requested service’s ID
P: prior probability

Pi: past interaction history
T: time of last interaction
C: confidence to the service requester
Pr: recommendation value from one certain recommender
R: final recommendation value for the service requester from all recommenders

Fig.3. Trust Decision Making

3.1 Role Based Decision
When a service provider gets a request, Role Based Decision
module as shown in Fig.3 is first used to make trust decision.
Assume that each mobile device which acts as service requester or recommender in the ubiquitous environment is
bounded to a unique real world ID (e.g. in Korea, every cell
phone is bounded with user’s ID card). When one uses his
mobile devices to request services or give recommendations
to others, its unique ID is recorded. In this way, our model is
able to keep the track of different devices used in the ubiquitous environment to prevent the malicious users. When making decision, our trust model first convert the service requester’s real world ID in to work ID. Work ID is the unique
ID used in the ubiquitous environment and we assume that it
is impossible to guess the real world ID from work ID. The
use of this anonymous work ID is to prevent the recommenders to give unfair recommendations.
The Context Provider module provides the role according to
the current surrounding environments of one entity. Context
Provider is based on CAMUS. CAMUS envision a comprehensive middleware solution that not only focuses on providing context composition at the software level but also facilitates dynamic features retrieval at the hardware level by
masking the inherent heterogeneity of environment sensors.
Complexity is handled by providing “separation of concerns”
between environment features extraction, contextual data
composition and context interpretation. The entities and contextual information provided/utilized by them must have invariant meanings in order to have a common understanding
among them. This results in sharing of information with common semantics, at different times and at different places and
provides testability of formalized knowledge, emerging as a
pool of consistent contextual knowledge available to different
context-aware systems.
The role used here has a hierarchical structure. Role hierarchical structure helps manage role complexity to exploit
commonality among roles. Fig.4 gives an example of role
hierarchical structure in the smart building. By convention,
more powerful roles are shown toward the top of the diagram
and less powerful roles toward the bottom. Besides the services provided in his role, the service requester is permitted to
use the services available for the roles whose layer is lower
than him. For example, the Professor role is allowed to use all
the services available for Team Leader role.

Fig.4. Role hierarchical Structure Example
3.2 Naive Bayes Classifier Based Decision
Different service providers have different acceptance levels
to the ubiquitous environments, at the same time this acceptance level for one service provider can also change due to
different reasons. Hence it is essential to make dynamic trust
decision for different service providers at different situations.
Therefore Naive Bayes classifier is utilized in our method to
make dynamic trust decision. Naive Bayes is a technique for
estimating probabilities of individual variable values, given a
class, from training data and then to allow the use of these
probabilities for classify new entities. As shown in Fig.3,
Naive Bayes Classifier based trust decision is used when the
service requesters do not have enough privilege to use certain
services only based the permissions of their roles. There are
four factors used in the Naive Bayes Classifier to make the
trust decision in our model.
1. Prior Probability
Prior probability reflects the acceptance level of a service
provider. It corresponds to the service provider’s trusting
beliefs for the whole ubiquitous environment. The prior probability keeps on adjusting since the acceptance levels of a
service provider keeps on changing.
Definition 1: PSp j ( y ) and PSp j ( n ) are used to denote service
provider Sp j ’s prior probability of acceptance and rejection
respectively. Here m is the size of training sample; k is the
size of acceptance sample.
⎧k
m≠0,
⎪
PSp j ( y ) = ⎨ m
where j , m, k ∈ N , k ≤ m ,
⎪0
m=0,
⎩
PSp j ( n ) = 1 − PSp j ( y ).

In case PSpi ( y ) > PSp j ( y ) , service provider Spi is more likely
to provide the service. This situation is similar to the one we
have in our social society, Spi is easier to believe others comparing with Sp j .
2.

Past Interaction History

Past interaction history is an entity’s prior knowledge (this
entity can be a recommender or service provider in our model)
of acceptance to certain service requester. Past interaction
history is different from prior probability since it corresponds
to one entity’s trusting belief to certain service requester
while prior probability corresponds to service provider’s
trusting beliefs to the whole environment.

Definition 5: C ( Rk , Sri ) is used to denote recommender Rk ’s

Definition 3: Pi ( Si , S j ) is used to denote the past interaction

communication times between Rk and Sri . We suppose that m

history between entities Si and S j . Entity Si and S j can be
service requester, service provider or recommender.

⎧ n − (m − n)
⎪
Pi ( Si , S j ) = ⎨
m
⎪⎩0

m ≠ 0,
m = 0,

where i , j , m, n ∈ N , i ≠ j , n ≤ m . Here m is the total communication times between entity Si and S j . And n is the successful

communication

times

between

entity Si and

S j . Pi ( Si , S j ) ∈ [ −1,1] .

confidence to service requester Sri .
C ( Rk , Sri ) =

1
2π * std ( M )

exp( −

( mk − mean ( M ))
2 * std ( M )

2

2

),

where i , k ∈ N , M [ k ] = mk , k = 1, 2,..., n . Here mk is the
has Gaussian distribution characterized by a mean and standard
deviation.
Here mean( M ) is
the
mean
of M [ k ] .And std ( M ) is the standard deviation of M [ k ] .
Definition 6: Pr( Rk , Sri ) is used to denote the peer recommendations

from

recommender

Rk

to

service

re-

quester Sri , k , i ∈ N . Peer recommendations for certain service requester from different recommenders are independent
of each other.
n
T ( Rk , Sri )
,
Pr( Rk , Sri ) = C ( Rk , Sri ) * k *
∆τ 0
mk

If Si never communicate with S j before, then Pi ( Si , S j ) = 0 .

where mk and nk are the total communication times and suc-

If Si and S j have unpleasant interaction history, our model

cessful communication times between Rk and Sri respectively.

set Pi ( Si , S j ) ∈ [ −1, 0) , which is convenient to differentiate
the unknown entity from malicious entity.
3. Time Based Evaluation
Intuitively, very old experiences of peers should have less
effect in recommendation over new ones. Thus we take into
account the time based evaluation.

The final recommendation is the aggregate of the peer recommendations.
Definition 7: R ( Sri ) is used to denote the aggregate of recommendations for Sri from all the recommenders in the ubiquitous computing environment.
n

Definition 4: T ( Rk , Sri ) is the time based operator for recommender Rk to service requester Sri . Suppose we choose a time
window [t m , t n ] , ∆τ 0 = t m − tn .
T ( Rk , Sri ) = η

t Rk , Sri − tm

∆τ 0

,

where t Rk , Sri denotes the time when last communication between Rk and Sri happened. And η is time adapting operator.
4. Peer Recommendation
Apparently if recommender Rk had more interactions with
service requester Sri , the recommendation given by Rk
should be more importance for decision making, which introduces the notion of confidence.

R ( Sri ) =

∑ Pr( Rk , Sri )

k =1

,
n
where k , n, i ∈ N . And n is the number of the recommenders.
Using the above factors, our trust model uses Naive Bayes
classifier to make the trust decision based on each service
provider’s acceptance level.
When service requester Sri gives a request to service provider Sp j , h( Sri , Sp j ) is used to denote Sp j ’s trust decision. Accept=1; Reject=0.

⎧⎪1
h( Sri , Sp j ) = ⎨
⎪0
⎩

VNB y ≥ VNB n
VNB y < VNB n

VNB y / VNB n : the acceptance/rejection value.

Using Naive Bayes classier:

,

VNB = arg max Pq (vm )∏ n P ( an vm )
vm ∈V

= arg max Pq (vm )∏ n P ( an vm )
vm ∈{ yes , no}

VNB y = PSpj ( y) fµy ,σ y (RSri ) fµ ' ,σ ' (Pi(Sri , Sp j ))
y

y

VNBn = PSpj (n) fµn ,σn (RSr ) fµ ' ,σ ' (Pi(Sri , Sp j ))
i

n

n

f µ y ,σ y ( R ( Sri )) / f µn ,σ n ( R ( Sri )) : the probability of R ( Sri )

when given acceptance/ rejection.
f µ ' ,σ ' ( Pi ( Sri , Sp j )) / f µ ' ,σ ' ( Pi ( Sri , Sp j )) : the probability
y

n

y

n

of Pi ( Sri , Sp j ) when given acceptance/ rejection.
f µ y ,σ y ( R ( Sri )) =
f µn ,σ n ( R ( Sri )) =

1
2πσ y
1
2πσ n

exp( −

( R ( Sri )− µ y )2
)
2σ y2

exp( −

( R ( Sri )− µn )2
)
2σ n2

µ y / µ n ( µ y / µ n ): Mean of R ( Sri ) ( Pi ( Sri , Sp j ) ) when given
'

'

accepted/rejected.

σ y / σ n ( σ y / σ n ): Standard deviation of R ( Sri ) ( Pi ( Sri , Sp j ) )
'

'

when given accepted/ rejected.
As shown above, when making trust decision using Naive
Bayes Classifier, our trust model compares the value of
VNB y and VNB n . The calculation of VNB y and VNB n involves
different factors as well as the prior probability, which makes
our trust decision dynamically changes according to the acceptance level of each service provider.

4. RELATED WORK
Since mid ‘90s the research on the key role of trust management models has been outlined in [4] [5] [6] to develop complex and dependable computer systems. In the field of ubiquitous computing, researchers have paid much more attention to
build autonomous trust management as fundamental building
block to design the future security framework, such as
[7][8][9][10] [11].
A general concept of dynamic trust model in ubiquitous computing environments had been given in [12]. In [13], the authors explained basic scenarios in ubiquitous computing and
modeling requirements of trust. A solution to evaluate trust
from the past experience was given in [14]. In [15], the authors proposed a role-based trust model in ubiquitous environment, where recommendations were used to make decision. Trust level (a measure of one’s belief in the honesty,
competence and dependability to a certain entity) was used to
make decision in [16]. The trust was divided into 6 levels and
operators such as time and distance were used to evaluate the
trust levels. In [17], the authors involved the concept of confidence, which reflects the communication frequency between

two entities, in the trust evaluation. Trust values and confidence values were used to made the finally decision together.
In [18], the authors proposed a novel Cloud-Based trust
model to solve uncertain problem. These works involved
great efforts to evaluate the trust values, however, when it
came to decision making based on these trust values, they did
not consider the context based role of each service requester
and their trust decision can not dynamically change due to the
altering of the service provider’s acceptance level to the environment.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our trust decision making reduces the computing complexity
of the trust model in large scale ubiquitous environments by
introducing a role-based architecture. The role is dynamically
assigned to the service requesters based on the context. When
the service requester’s role is not enough to access the service,
the recommendations are need for the service providers to
make the trust decision. We use Naive Bayes classifier to
make trust decisions based on the recommendations given by
recommenders. Our trust evaluation is based on each entity’s
own prior knowledge in stead of using common evaluation
and pre-defined weight values, which effectively reduce the
subjectivity by human opinions compare with the other trust
models.
We will add risk analysis in the coming work, since trust and
risk always tightly coupled with each other. Other works like
how to choose reliable recommenders to avoid unfair recommendations in ubiquitous trust model will also be involved in
the coming work. We also propose to implement our trust
model to be used in CAMUS in the future work.
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